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Abstract 
 

 Suspension plasma spraying (SPS) is a rising coating technology producing fine nanostructured 

coatings with promising mechanical and physical properties while taking advantages of the well-

established Atmospheric Plasma Spray (APS) process. Anelastic behavior of the coatings can be 

a specific identifier of their mechanical behavior which is related to the strength of coatings 

interlayers bonding and defect architecture. To better understand the relationship between SPS 

conditions and anelastic responses, post-deposition characterization technique under multiple 

thermal cycles using ex-situ coating property (ECP) sensor, which is based on thermal mismatch 

strain of coating-substrate system is applied.  This technique makes it possible to determine the 

elastic modulus, non-linear degree and hysteresis degree of the spray coatings through the 

curvature-temperature response in a dependable and repeatable way. In this work, suspension 

plasma-sprayed YSZ ceramic coatings are produced under different spray conditions, and their 

anelastic characteristics are compared. The results show that the samples coated in high plasma 

power condition have a higher elastic modulus at low strain which is attributed to better inter-

splat/inter-layer bonding due to higher particle impact velocity and temperature. However,  

samples produced in low raster speed condition have a relatively lower elastic modulus and higher 

compliance at an elevated temperature which describes the higher flexibility of these coating at 

higher temperature. These results make it possible to better understand the relationship between 

sprayed coating microstructures and mechanical properties in SPS coatings.  
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1. Introduction and literature review  
Over many years, coating technologies on the industrial parts (aerospace, transportation, 

petrochemical, electronics and medical applications) with a different material have been used 

extensively to create engineered surfaces. To improve functional performance and extend the 

component life which is working under corrosion/erosion environment or thermal/mechanical 

shock, and also to restore worn or poorly machined parts to the original dimensions and 

specifications, can be considered as the main goals to for the coating industry[1]. 

In general, coating technologies can be categorized into thin - and thick - film technologies. Thin 

films, with the thickness of less than a hundred micron can be produced by dry coating processes 

like chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or physical vapor deposition (PVD). They offer excellent 

enhancement of surface properties by using small quantities of raw materials. However, limitation 

on the size and shape of the substrate, slow application process and low deposition rate, and also 

requirement of reduced pressure environment add more complication on these types of coating 

processes. On the other hand, thick films have a thickness from a hundred micron, up to several 

millimeters. Coating thickness depends on required performance, and environmental condition. 

Thick film deposition methods include chemical/electrochemical plating, brazing, weld overlays, 

and thermal spray[1,2]. 

“Thermal spraying comprises a group of coating processes in which finely divided metallic or 

nonmetallic materials are deposited in a molten or semi-molten condition to form a coating. The 

coating material may be in the form of powder, ceramic rod, wire, or molten materials”[3].             

High deposition rate, low operating cost, and flexibility with a broad range of material selections 

and capability of coating deposition on complex geometries persuade the surface engineering 

society to develop the thermal spray technology. In general, all thermal spray processes include: 

I.) Spray torch supplied by gas and power which convert chemical or electrical energy to thermal 

and kinetic energy to melt and accelerate the particles respectively II.) The injection of material 

into the high-energy gas stream, and its transformation into a stream of molten droplets III.) 

Molten and accelerated particles impact to the prepared substrate and solidify rapidly forming 

individual “splats” that are building blocks of layered coatings (see Fig 1.1)[3].  
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Figure 1-1. Diagram of the thermal spray coating process showing the spray torch, high-energy gas stream with 
coating material and substrate with deposited coating [3]. 

Plasma spraying is a subset of thermal spray processing, in which metallic and non-metallic 

materials in the form of powder are deposited in a molten or semi-molten state on a prepared 

substrate[4]. In plasma spraying, the heat source is generated by an electric arc within a plasma 

torch consisting of a cathode and anode (made of tungsten and copper, respectively) and through 

introducing the argon or nitrogen gas with also helium or hydrogen as a secondary gas to increase 

the enthalpy of the plasma gas[5]. The plasma gas exits the nozzle as a high-temperature, high-

velocity jet, which melts and accelerates the powder carried by an inert gas such as Ar (see Fig. 

1.2). These molten and semi-molten particles propel toward the substrate, then undergo rapid 

solidification on the substrate surface resulting in making a lamellar structure by the layering of 

splats. 
 

 
Figure 1-2. Schematic of a plasma spray process showing the various components of the system [5]. 
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Coatings properties can be characterized by investigation on splats shape, size and also quality of 

inter-bonding/interfaces between them[6]. Since the microstructure of coatings is very sensitive to 

the feedstock particle size, the importance of developing and studying submicron structure with 

significant improvement in engineering properties can be addressed due to the following reasons:                       

I.) Reduction of grain sizes (high cooling rate) by a factor of almost two orders of magnitude over 

conventional coatings resulted in increasing strength, improving toughness and hardness which 

provide better wear and thermal shock resistance [6]. 

II.) The large volume fraction of internal interfaces (thinner splats) increases the coating’s 

resilience and mechanical compliance at high operating temperature which can result in better 

resistance to thermal mismatch strain [7–9].  

III.) High boundary defects density, and finer pores decrease the phonon mean free path cause 

lower thermal diffusivity/conductivity for ceramics in thermal barrier coating applications [8,9].  

IV.) Better cohesion between splats with sizes in a few hundred nanometers leading to higher 

compliance response and stain tolerance with the substrate, especially in the aircraft and land-

based turbine engines industry working in high operating temperature [10,11].  

Decreasing the average particle size down to the submicron-scale brings up some technological 

issues. To inject submicron particles with low momentum and inertia into the core of high enthalpy 

plasma gas flow, the particle injection momentum and force should be higher than that one applied 

in the conventional plasma spray.  However, increasing of cold carrier gas flow rate (over 1/5 of 

that of forming the plasma gas) disrupts the plasma jet, and decreases the deposition efficiency[12]. 

In addition, using conventional plasma spray injection equipment to feed these submicron-scale 

particles into the plasma plume could result in blocking of the injection line, since they tend to 

form larger aggregates during spraying due to dominant electrostatic surface forces [13]. To 

circumvent these drawbacks, the injection of such particles into a plasma jet with high efficiency 

can be achieved with the help of a liquid carrier as a suspension made by submicron ceramic 

particles, and ethanol or water as a solvent, and also dispersant to prevent particles from 

agglomeration. 
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1.1. Suspension Plasma Spray process 
Suspension plasma spraying (SPS) is a novel method of plasma spraying process using submicron 

particles dispersed in a liquid (ethanol or water typically) to inject them directly into the plasma 

plume (See Fig. 1.3). In SPS, the suspension is injected into a direct current (D.C.) plasma jet at 

atmospheric pressure by using a pressurized container in which the liquid is stored and forced 

through a nozzle [14]. Upon penetration, the plasma-liquid interaction fragments the suspension 

into smaller liquid droplets by aerodynamic drag forces from the plasma flow (See Fig. 1.4). Once 

the fragmentation of the suspension has happened, solvent begins to evaporate (two orders of 

magnitude longer than fragmentation) and lead to agglomeration and melting the solid content 

exposed to the large temperatures of the plasma jet. Molten particles then accelerate toward the 

preheated substrate where they flatten and solidify to form splats and the coating structure [15]. 

 

Figure 1-3. Schematic of a suspension plasma spray process [14]. 

 

 

 
Figure 1-4. Droplet fragmentation and evaporation model proposed by Wittman /Fazilleau [15]. 
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Compared to conventional plasma spraying, SPS is by far more complex regarding the 

reproducibility of spraying process and coatings properties for the following reasons:  

 The injection of suspension into the plasma plume has to be controlled to meet the required 

condition for the continuous liquid stream and more homogeneous treatment of the suspension 

within the plasma jet, meaning that the momentum density of the liquid droplets has to be higher 

than the momentum density of the plasma flow. For the ones with lower momentums, they will 

very likely travel at the fringes of the flow where the solvent will be evaporated but the droplet 

contents will be poorly melted, thus impacting the substrate in a semi-molten state, and increasing 

the porosity of the deposit if they stick to it [16]. 

 The thermal and kinetic inertia of hot particles are very low which means that the heating 

and cooling rates of particles are very rapid, and they also decelerate faster than bigger ones, then 

requiring SPS uses shorter standoff distances between the plasma torch exit and the substrate 

than conventional plasma spraying. So, the plasma jet imposes a very strong heat flux to the 

coating/substrate during deposition and it could result in a coating densification and reducing 

porosity [17]. 

 Arc root fluctuations have an important influence on plasma instabilities and shear force 

which is breaking up the suspension into finer droplets. In SPS, this influence is more pronounced 

since the fluctuations act on jet penetration, fragmentation, particle trajectories, heating and 

acceleration. Large arc fluctuation increases the inhomogeneity of fragmentation/vaporization 

within the plasma flow and dispersion angle which leads to disturbing the transferring of thermal 

and kinetic energy to the droplets and particles [16,18,19].  

 Suspension preparation is considered as one of the most important factors in SPS process.                  

It should be underlined that suspension must be stable, maintaining good particle dispersion 

(without agglomeration) to prevent the injector from clogging, and also have a narrow particles 

size distribution to achieve more homogenous coating architecture. Narrow particle size 

distribution decreases the inhomogeneous thermal treatment of particles, thus promoting dense 

coatings, whereas suspension with broad particle size distribution reduces the uniform behavior 

of the liquid droplets stream, and trajectory of solid particles, therefore they tend to form porous 

coatings [12,17]. 
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1.2. Improved microstructure of thermal barrier coating (TBC) provided by 

submicron particles 
Thermal barrier coatings (TBC) protect metallic components of the hot sections of aerospace, and 

land-based gas turbines working at high operating temperature (up to 1450°C) from degradation 

and failure. Thermal conductivity is one of the main material properties of the coating to insulate 

the underlying superalloy structure. Although any material specially ceramics with a low thermal 

conductivity can be used as a TBC, yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) has been chosen and accepted 

by industry standards due to its lower thermal conductivity and much more stabilized phase                 

( thanks to Yitrria (Y2O3)) than other ceramics at elevated temperature. A relatively low elastic 

modulus of plasma sprayed YSZ enables it to be more resilient under some deformation without 

brittle fracture. Also higher thermal expansion coefficient of YSZ (10 µm/m-°C) than other 

ceramics permits the coating to be more compatible with the substrate in terms of thermal 

mismatch strain and shrinkage rate from the time the spraying ends until both coating and substrate 

come to an equilibrium temperature, thereby preventing coating from delamination [20, 21].  

Thermal-barrier coatings are traditionally made either by air plasma spray (APS) or electron-beam 

physical vapor deposition (EB-PVD) process. Due to the differences in the coating deposition 

principle both these techniques produce distinctively different coating architectures. In fact, the 

EB-PVD process offers better coating mechanical properties and durability than APS because of 

its columnar structure that can tolerate larger amounts of strain. However, higher deposition rate, 

and process flexibility, and also more cost effective of plasma spray than EB-PVD promote to 

develop and manufacture TBC coatings by plasma spray process with improved microstructure 

and mechanical properties [20–22].  

Compare to APS ceramic coating, SPS allows achieving finely structured layers formed by thinner 

splats, therefor SPS ceramic coating offers an increased number of lamellas (See Fig. 1.5). 

Suspension plasma spraying of yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) coatings have demonstrated a 

number of desired properties when compared to air plasma spray (APS) or electron beam-physical 

vapor deposition (EB-PVD) coatings. The SPS process has the potential to generate coatings with 

increased density of lamellas interfaces than APS coatings which enables the ceramic lattice to 

impede and disrupt the phonons path and IR radiation through the coating structure, then 

decreasing the thermal conductivity of ceramic layers more than what is common in APS 

coatings[22].  
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Figure 1-5. Transverse fracture surface of a standard air plasma spray APS (Left) coating and a suspension 

plasma spray SPS (Right) coating [23]. 

 

The SPS process allows the production of coatings with a columnar structure to provide the strain 

tolerant behavior of EB-PVD, but with the higher volume of fine pores. The mechanism for 

generation of the coating columnar structure can be related to the influence of plasma drag force 

on the trajectory of small in-flight particles and angle of impact. Particles in submicron-scale have 

relatively low momentum, so strong influence of plasma flow redirect the particles trajectory from 

normal to along direction of the substrate surface to impact at a shallow angle on the substrate 

asperities resulting in coating builds-up in columnar structure (See Fig. 1.6). It has been 

investigated, when the substrate surface roughness was higher than the average diameter of the 

feedstock particle the chance of shallow impact angle increases which can be led to the formation 

of columnar structures in the deposited coating. Control of columnar microstructures is dependent 

on the size of the droplet generated during the atomization and the size of the impacting particle, 

and also the substrate surface roughness [12, 24, 25]. 

The formation of segmented structure in SPS process can also be explained by the tensile stress 

(quenching stress) emerging from temperature gradient between molten particles and preheated 

substrate. In fact, quenching of molten particles is restricted by underlying substrate or previously 

deposited layer. Tensile stress can be relaxed by micro-cracks formed during energy release of 

splat cooling resulting in segmentation crack formation. Suspension plasma spray of submicron 

particles could also offer coating structure with segmentation cracks and higher volume of fine 

pores which increases strain tolerant and decreases thermal conductivity [26]. 
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Figure 1-6. Schematic of coating microstructure change with decreased particle size[25]. 

 

It is well known that when TBCs are exposed to high operating temperature for extended periods 

of time, sintering takes place within the coating structure, and it may have an effect on reducing 

the coating strain tolerance and promoting failure in thermal cycling operations. Due to the nature 

of SPS process, the manufacture of submicrometer-structured coating offers the presence of areas 

includes the dense and porous nano zones with different sintering rate [27]. It has also been 

reported that the retention of embedded porous nano zones provided by submicron particles 

exhibited faster shrinkage rate than the dense zones due to higher surface area resulted in the 

opening of large micron-sized voids in the coating structure and reduction of sintering and elastic 

modulus increasing rate [28]. In fact, the large fraction of very fine pores in the coating structured 

manufactured by submicron particles induce a high specific surface area and retard the sintering 

effect.  
 

 

1.3. Microstructural features of suspension plasma sprayed TBCs 
Since thermal barrier (TBC) coatings expose to the high heat flux in a combustion environment, 

predicting the service life of these coatings and their reliability should be considered as a critical 

issue. The degradation and failure of the thermo-mechanical properties of the TBC coating are 

related to different phenomena which arise within its microstructure. For evaluation of coatings 

performance and durability, it is necessary to take into consideration the unique and novel 

microstructure of TBCs coating manufactured by suspension plasma spray (SPS). Due to the liquid 

injection of the small size of the powdery feedstock, and also fragmentation, vaporization of 

droplets, SPS offers to attain specific microstructural features. (See Fig. 1.7)  
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Figure 1-7. The main features of fractured cross section of YSZ manufactured by SPS [23]. 

 

Based on the flattening degree of splats which depends on the dynamic and heat treatment of solid 

particles within the plasma jet, areas of perfect (A) and incomplete (B) inter-splat bonding can be 

deposited in the coating structure[15, 29]. In-flight particles in semi-molten or partially molten 

(unmolten inner core) state might be re-solidified (C) due to long distance condition between the 

torch and the substrate (high stand-off distance) [12, 19]. The high cooling rate of small molten 

particles (thinner splat) leads to high nucleation rate with small crystal sizes to form polycrystalline 

lamellae. Crystals grow rapidly opposite to the direction of heat flux to form and building-up 

columnar grains (D) in the structure of the coating [30]. Clusters of unmolten/semi-molten 

particles, known as ‘‘overspray,’’ (E) can be deposited ahead of and behind the fully molten 

particles on the substrate when torch passes over the substrate [31]. The segmentation cracks (F) 

initiate and propagate during the deposition phase due to stress relaxation. Particle solidification 

is hindered by underlying substrate or previously deposited layers making in-plane tensile stress 

within splat which can be relaxed through the initiation of micro-cracks within the splat. The good 

inter-splat/inter-layer bonding enables crack to propagate from one splat to another [32, 33]. Low 

substrate and particle temperature might be led to decreasing the bonding strength between lamella 

with the low contact area, and also high tensile stress from recently molten particles can result in 

a generation of (G) horizontal crack [32, 33]. Microcrack network on an individual splat (H) can 

be explained by the energy release of splat during cooling as a consequence of the relaxation of 

the quenching stress (tensile stress) [34, 35].    
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The nature and morphology of coatings microstructure provided by suspension plasma spray have 

an effective influence on the mechanical and thermal characteristic of coatings [36,37].                

Moreover, the inhomogeneous structure and anisotropic behavior of ceramic coating’s properties 

will add more complexity to evaluate their performance under different thermal and mechanical 

loading [35, 38]. 

The coating’s properties, such as stress-strain relation, thermal conductivity [36]and residual 

stresses [39] are very dependent on size, shape and level of porosity and micro-cracks which are 

inherently embedded in the coating’s structure. These defects are the main reasons for the SPS 

coatings to have more distinct properties than that of bulk material. Understanding the role of the 

defects and their mechanism can provide sufficient judgment into the coating properties.  

1.4. Anelastic behavior in plasma sprayed ceramic coating     

Plasma sprayed ceramic coating properties are dependent on the defect architecture, and their 

behavior while experiencing a significant amount of stress changes in the gas turbine engine.          

In order to understand the mechanisms governing stress-strain relation in ceramic coatings, an 

advanced perception of the microstructure, and its correlation to applied load is required.  

 

1.4.1. Background  

An inhomogeneous and anisotropic microstructure of plasma sprayed ceramic coatings dominate 

the physical and functional properties of the coatings. The properties of coatings are very sensitive 

to the defect architecture, special lamellar structure, and presence of discontinuities like pores, 

microcracks and splat boundaries. This also explains why the elastic properties of thermal sprayed 

coatings are significantly different from those measured in the same bulk materials processed by 

other means, and may vary with the spray conditions employed for deposition. 

Many works have also shown that plasma sprayed ceramic coatings have no linear behavior in 

their stress-strain system and elastic modulus under different mechanical loading[40–48]. For 

example in one experiment which was done by Sung R. Choi and his colleges, the free-standing 

(without substrate) YSZ coatings were tested under different modes of load-unload cycles 

comprising uniaxial tension, compression, and flexure (four and three-point bending test) (See Fig. 

1.8) [44]. Results proved that tested coatings had not only non-linear behavior but also exhibited 

hysteretic response in their stress-strain curve, collectively named as anelastic behavior of the 

coating. They also observed the mechanical behavior of coating is time-dependent meaning that 
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by increasing the tensile and compressive load, coatings modulus and stiffness decreased and 

increased, respectively.  

In the investigation of previous works, the anelastic behavior of plasma sprayed ceramic coating 

was attributed to their lamellar features and coating’s microstructure [40–48](See Fig.1.9). For 

instance, through in-situ SEM observation, the relative sliding or movement of defects under 

tensile loading was shown to introduce the anelasticity in stress-strain curve of the YSZ coating. 

 

Figure 1-8 .Stress vs. strain curves determined for plasma-sprayed ZrO2-8wt% Y2O3 thermal barrier 
coatings: (a) uniaxial tension; (b) compression; (c) biaxial flexure; (d) uniaxial flexure showing responses of 
tension and compression sides. The numbers of loading unloading cycles are indicated at the top of the curves 
from (a) to (c). T is tension; C is compression in (d)[44]. 

 

 

Figure 1-9. Anelastic behavior determined for 8wt% Y2O3 - ZrO2: a) In-situ SEM observation of interfaces 
displacement; (b) Cyclic stress-strain curve exhibited both non-linearity and hysteretic responses [47]. 
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Plasma sprayed YSZ also showed the anelastic behavior under thermal loading through curvature-

temperature method [49–51]. It was investigated that the coating-substrate bi-layer system is non-

linear as well as hysteretic under thermal loading (See Fig. 1.10). To evaluate the thermal mismatch 

stresses between the coating and the substrate under temperature change, YSZ deposited on an 

aluminum substrate. In their experiment, the coated specimen was heated by using a flame torch 

or a box heater generating thermal mismatch stresses (tensile stress) on the coating. Once the 

system reached the maximum tensile stress, it was cooled to the onset temperature and the system 

returned to its initial stress state. The coating showed the non‐linearity behavior during both the 

heating and cooling phases, and the stress‐strain curve exhibited hysteresis in it, same as what was 

seen from previous works when the mechanical loading was applied.   

 

Figure 1-10. Stress-strain relation showing nonlinearity and hysteresis during thermal cycling of plasma 
sprayed (YSZ) coating [51]. 

 

The proposed mechanism behind the anelastic behavior of PS YSZ coating under thermal loading 

was correlated to displacement of defects within coating structure [50](See Fig. 1.11). It was 

suggested that the source of nonlinearity originates from the opening/ closure of micro-cracks and 

pores at elevated temperature. In fact, at room temperature, the cracks faces are closed, and the 

coating exhibits higher apparent stiffness than in higher temperature when tensile stresses induce 

the cracks and pores to open. Also, it was proposed that the hysteresis behavior in a complete 

loading-unloading cycle of thermally sprayed ceramic coating is correlated to the produced 

frictional sliding and corresponding energy dissipation within the interfaces at coating’s lamellar 

structure. 
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The results of all mentioned previous works confirmed that the plasma sprayed ceramic coatings 

have anelastic behavior in their stress-stain curve due to their unique architecture of 

microstructure.  

 
Figure 1-11. Schematic description of mechanisms responsible for anelastic behavior of ceramic coating [50]. 

 

1.5. Evaluation of anelastic behavior of plasma sprayed ceramic coating 

through Bi-layer Curvature-temperature (BCT) method 

Thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) applied to the blades in gas turbine engines are exposed to 

thermal and mechanical stresses due to thermal mismatch at high operating temperature, and the 

motion of blades, respectively. Thereby, evaluation of coating’s mechanical properties regarding 

modulus and stress-stain relationship should be considered as important criteria for the 

performance efficiency and longevity of the coatings. The elastic modulus as a coating’s 

mechanical property which depends on the defect architecture is an indicator of coating integrity, 

bonding quality between lamella, and also its stiffness. It should be noted that higher elastic 

modulus at low strain provides greater durability resistance for coatings. However, at high 

operating temperature the low elastic modulus and increased flexibility of TBC coating is required 

to meet the thermal mismatch strain. As discussed earlier, plasma sprayed ceramic coatings contain 

numerous defects (pores, cracks) which have a significant influence on the elastic modulus, and 

also non-linearity behavior of stress-stain relationship. 

Bi-layer curvature-temperature (BCT) method is an efficient procedure to estimate the modulus of 

coating at low strain (initial stiffness), and also at the elevated temperature which is related to its 

degree of defects movement within coating structure. The curvature measurement to determine 
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properties of thin films on thick substrate was introduced by Stoney (1909) [52]. Mechanical 

properties of thin film produced by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) [53], 

RF magnetron sputtering [54–56], plasma-based ion implantation [57] and electroplating [58], 

were investigated based on Stoney formula. It should be underlined, in all previous works, the 

coating thickness was less than 1 μm. The limitation of stony formula is that the thickness of 

coating must be relatively small as compared to that of the substrate. For coatings that are thick, 

curvature solutions must be obtained with an alternate method. A robust procedure to measure and 

quantify the nonlinear mechanical properties of the thick thermal sprayed ceramic coatings based 

on curvature-temperature measurement has been proposed by Nakamura and his colleagues 

[49,59,60]. In their experiments, thermal cycle tests were performed with a heater box or a gas 

torch gun moved across YSZ coating surface to heat specimen until specific maximum 

temperature. In fact, in temperature excursions, the coating-substrate system experiences thermal 

mismatch stresses due to the difference in coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) resulting in a 

change in curvature of the bi‐layer assembly. (See Fig. 1.12). In general, the CTE of ceramic 

coating is less than that of metallic substrates, then during heating, the coating is under tensile 

stress, while during cooling down coating tends to be more compressive.  

 

Figure 1-12. Schematic of curvature change as coating and substrate is thermal cycled. Coating and substrate 
impose equal and opposite forces on each other and create unbalanced moment. The bending moment is 
balanced by a curvature of the coating/substrate composite [60]. 

 
For precise extraction of the radius of curvature, three laser displacement sensors with 

perpendicular measurement axis were placed on the back of the substrate. Also, the temperature 

variation was recorded through using thermocouple attached to the substrate. The measured 

curvature-temperature data was processed, then through inverse analyses method the stress-strain 

relation of a coating could be calculated [59]. It should be noted, the inhomogeneous thermal 

gradients and uneven isothermal conditions in the thermal cycle (heating and cooling) performed 
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with the flame torch and heater box methods resulted to large fluctuations in curvature 

measurements[50].  

A recently developed substrate curvature measurement device, ex-situ coating property (ECP) 

sensor, which is based on the principle of previous works has been applied to quantify the coating’s 

anelastic behavior under controlled temperature changes[50,61–64]. (See Fig. 1.13). In ECP test 

procedure a coated substrate is mounted inside a muffle furnace to provide more controlled and 

uniform thermal gradient.  

 

Figure 1-13. Schematic of curvature - temperature measurement device, ex-situ coating property (ECP) [64]. 

 
After recoding the curvature and temperature changes during thermal cycling, the curvature -

temperature data is determined, via an inverse analysis technique, required parameters are 

calculated to evaluate the complete stress-strain relation of the coating (See Fig. 1.14). Based on 

the stress–strain relationship, three key parameters which quantify the anelastic behavior of coating 

can be defined. The first parameter is ‘‘elastic modulus of coating E’’, the slope between the 

minimum point (at room temperature) and the transition point corresponds to the change from 

linear to nonlinear relations. The second is ‘‘Nonlinear Degree (ND)’’ to quantify the extent of 

nonlinearity of stress-strain curve (ND) is determined from the ratio of E at low strain over a secant 

elastic modulus Es at elevated temperature (ND=E/Es). Es represents the tangent modulus at a 

higher temperature (the slope between the transitional point and the point at additional 0.1% 

strain). In fact, E describes the coating’s stiffness at low strain which is related to the coating’s 

integrity and strength of the interlayer bonding, while ND characterizes the flexibility of coating 

at elevated temperature. The third anelastic property is introduced as ‘‘Hysteresis Degree (HD).’’ 

This parameter is obtained from the ratio of enclosed area (A) of stress–strain curve over the 

rectangular area given by ∆ε × ∆σ (HD= A/∆ε × ∆σ) which determines the relative energy 
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dissipation during thermal cycling due to frictional sliding of coating’s interfaces[50, 63,64]. These 

three parameters, E, ND, and HD, are unique for every coating which has its own defect 

architecture. In fact, the anelastic parameters and coating microstructure can be considered as a 

coating signature for desired application. Although it is not possible to achieve exactly identical 

microstructures in two different coatings with the same spraying parameters, the specific anelastic 

behavior of each coating permits to evaluate their mechanical response under different loadings. 

      

Figure 1-14. Anelastic behavior of plasma sprayed YSZ on Al substrate. a) Nonlinearity and hysteresis of 
curvature-temperature plot when subjected to thermal loading [66]. b) Nonlinearity and hysteresis in stress-
strain relationship, and also key parameters of anelastic behavior[50]. 

     

The curvature measurement under temperature change offers several advantages compare to other 

measurement techniques of coating’s modulus. Unlike other standard mechanical loading methods 

such as tensile and three-point bend tests in which stress concentration is limited to a specific area, 

thermal loading in ECP measurement offers more uniform stress along the samples and 

deformation states which are more ideal for property measurements. Since there is no post-

deposition sample preparation in ECP method, it provides more precise and non-destructive 

measurement of coating properties. And also, less effective measurement error on coating’s 

properties compares to other mechanical loading tests can be considered as the main advantages 

of substrate curvature measurement method. In short, as it is possible to estimate the stiffness and 

durability of coating at low strain, and also evaluate the flexibility of ceramic coatings at high 

operating temperature. The applied method can be suitable for determining the desired quality for 

a given coating used as TBC.      
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1.6. Objectives  
 

As discussed, suspension plasma spray (SPS) technology is a novel method to produce ceramic 

coatings with submicron size particles providing enhanced properties for thermal barrier coating 

application. Since many processing parameters are involved in the manufacturing of SPS coating, 

the first goal of the current study is to produce different YSZ coatings with submicron-scale 

particles through changing the spraying parameters by various means, such as spray distance, 

plasma enthalpy and spray velocity to evaluate the effect of each parameter on the coating 

microstructure. Coatings with columnar features and segmentation crack structure for TBCs 

application is considered as our target. Based on previous experiences and results, some spraying 

parameters have been chosen to reach to the desired coating structure.     

As mentioned, the previous researchers investigated the anelastic properties of ceramic coatings 

manufactured with regular plasma spray. Since there is evident lack of studies focusing on the 

anelastic behavior of suspension plasma sprayed YSZ, the second objective of this thesis is to 

investigate the anelasticity of SPS coatings exhibiting significant differences in the coating 

microstructure through substrate curvature measurement device, ex-situ coating property (ECP) 

sensor.  
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2. Experimental procedures  
In this chapter, the experimental procedures of suspension plasma spray, and ex-situ coating 

property (ECP) sensor will be discussed in detail, separately.  

So, in the first section, the SPS process includes substrate and suspension preparation, suspension 

feeding mechanism and torch raster pattern applied in this study, and also the metallographic 

preparation of sprayed coatings will be explained step by step. 

In the second part, the mechanism of ECP sensor comprising components function, thermal cycling 

(heating and cooling procedure), data acquisition and quantification of anelastic properties by 

using non-linear model and the curvature-temperature plot will be described. 

In the last part of this chapter, the function of anelasticity parameters for the plasma sprayed 

ceramic coatings as an index for correlation between mechanical properties and microstructural 

features will be mention.  
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2.1. Substrate Preparation 
All coatings were deposited on the 304 stainless-steels with a squared shape of 25.4 x 25.4 mm2 

and thickness 3.5 mm to evaluate the microstructure of the suspension plasma sprayed coatings. 

First, the substrate surfaces were cleaned with alcohol to eliminate contamination, particularly 

from oil or grease (See Fig. 2.1 from (a) to (d)). The Substrates in a uniform and controlled 

condition were grit blasted into a cabinet using aluminium oxide (Al2O3) with the particle size of 

~200 μm at 40psi. Grit blasting process increases the substrate surface roughness through 

providing asperities or irregularities on the substrates surfaces improving adhesion between the 

coating and substrate [3]. The substrate surface roughness Ra ~ 4.25 µm was computed with a 3D 

confocal laser microscope (Olympus OLS4000). In the final step, the substrates are cleaned by 

blowing compressed air jets to remove embedded grit residues on the surface as much as possible 

to decrease the coating-substrate interface defect and improve adhesion. 

 

 
Figure 2-1. Substrate preparation steps. a) stainless-steel before cleaning and grit blasting. b) Aluminium oxide 
(Al2O3) for grit blasting with particle size of ~ 200 μm. c) Substrate (stainless-steel) after cleaning and grit 
blasting. d) Substrate roughness measurement with 3D laser microscope.  

 

2.2. Suspension preparation and characterization 
As discussed in the previous chapter, compliance of yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) for thermal 

barrier applications has been accepted by the industry. The ceramic material utilized during this 

study contained zirconium oxide (ZrO2) powder (Changsha Huazun Ceramic Material Co, China) 

stabilized with 5 mol% (8 wt %) yttrium oxide, also known as yttria (Y2O3). To prepare the 
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suspension, ethanol was selected as the solvent based upon low toxicity, availability, and less 

enthalpy to vaporize it compared with water [15,19,29,34]. Submicron particles, especially oxides 

have a tendency to agglomerate due to electrostatic attraction resulting in increasing the 

sedimentation rate [65, 66]. The particle agglomeration and sedimentation is hindered or delayed 

by using 5wt% of YSZ polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) as a dispersant which adsorbs on the particle 

surface and provides effective particle dispersion by presenting long polymeric chains. Once the 

ethanol-dispersant solution is well mixed by using a magnetic stir bar, the YSZ powder is gradually 

added to a concentration of 20 wt% of YSZ in suspension(See Fig. 2.2). To provide better 

dispersion and prevent agglomeration an ultrasonic agitator was used during suspension 

preparation. 

 

Figure 2-2. Suspension preparation contents and formulation. 

 

Suspension characteristics regarding viscosity, surface tension, and particle size distribution have 

a significant influence on the atomization process and thermal treatment of particles within the 

plasma jet [17, 25, 65–67]. The investigation of the effect of each mentioned suspension factor on 

the coatings quality is beyond the scope of this study, and it should be mentioned that all 

suspension properties have been held constant within these experiments.  

Size distribution of the dispersed particles in the suspension was measured by a laser light 

scattering technique (Spraytec, Malvern, UK), and the average particle size was                                    
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Dv(50) = 0.385 (µm) (See Fig. 2.3.a). Also, suspension viscosity measurement was performed 

through glass capillary viscometer (Cannon-Fenske Opaque Viscometer, Fisher Scientific, USA), 

and the measured dynamic viscosity was 5.2 (mPa-s). To rely on the capillary viscometer results, 

the viscosity measurement was also accomplished by automatic rheometer instrument (MCR 

Rheometer, Anton Paar, and CANADA) (See Fig. 2.3.b). The suspension must have relatively low 

viscosity and good stability (without agglomeration) to avoid clogging issues and provide an easier 

liquid injection into the plasma plume. The suspension viscosity decreased to 4.2 (mPa-s) by 

drying the YSZ powder inside a muffle furnace for 1hr at 120 °C to reduce the humidity level of 

powder and also the risk of agglomeration. The next measured suspension character was surface 

tension, which was performed with a tensiometer (Interfacial Tensiometer, Fisher Scientific, 

USA). Table 2.1 shows the summary of all suspension properties utilized for producing SPS 

coatings in this study. 

       

 

Figure 2-3. Suspension characteristics. a) Particle size distribution through laser light scattering technique, 
showed average particle diameter Dv(50)=0.385(µm). b) Suspension viscosity measurement result by automatic 
rheometer instrument provided a dynamic viscosity of 5.25 (mpa-s)  

 

Table 2-1. Summary of suspension properties measurement 
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2.3. Procedure of suspension plasma spray process  

2.3.1. Plasma generation 

The torch used for plasma generation consists of two water-cooled electrodes namely the anode 

and the cathode, a finger-shaped tungsten cathode partially contained into a cylindrical copper 

anode generating an electrical arc due to the voltage breakdown between both electrodes. The most 

frequently plasma-forming gases which are introduced from the back of the torch interior are argon 

(Ar) as a primary gas to stabilize the arc inside the nozzle, and hydrogen (H2) or helium (He) as 

secondary gas, to increase the power density, gas velocity, and the heat transfer rates to powders. 

The electric arc heated the gas molecules to form a plasma plume and the generated plasma comes 

out of the torch at high speed due to gas expansion. Based on the required coating conditions, the 

composition of the gasses is selected.     

The coatings presented in this study were sprayed by using 3MB plasma torch (Oerlikon-Metco, 

Switzerland) with a 20 mm long anode with two different internal nozzle diameters (5 mm and, 8 

mm), and it was mounted on a six-axis robot. Two different gas mixtures, Ar/He (25/25slpm) and 

Ar/H2 (45/5 slpm) were used for plasma generation. However, the most predominant plasma gas 

was argon/helium mixture since in comparison to H2, He increases the thermal conductivity and 

decreases the fluctuations of the plasma plume and also its high viscosity up to about 14000 K 

results in a reduction of the mixing with the surrounding air, generating larger and more stable 

plasma jets[68]. The main torch characteristics are summarized in Table 2.2.  

 
Table 2-2. Main characteristic of 3MB plasma gun 
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2.3.2. Suspension feeding mechanism 

The suspension injection method is considered as a main parameter in the SPS process and has to 

be adjusted with the required accuracy to produce a homogeneous treatment of solid particles in 

the plasma plume. In fact, the suspension can be injected mechanically into the plasma plume from 

outside of the nozzle (external injection)[16] or from inside the nozzle (internal injection)[23] 

depending on the plasma torch design. In this study, only the case of an external injection will be 

considered and discussed. The suspension feeding mechanism includes two sealed tanks in which 

the suspension and solvent are stored separately. A stainless steel suspension injector with the 

internal diameter of 150 µm was oriented with the 15◦ angle with respect to the vertical axis. The 

injector axis is positioned in such a way that the flow of suspension jet penetrates the plasma at 

counter-flow, and targets the nozzle axis at the exit of the nozzle (See Fig. 2.4). Moreover, the 

injector tip is accurately adjusted close to plasma torch orifice at a distance of 25 mm from the 

torch axis by a micro-positioning system installed next to the injector holder.  

 

 
Figure 2-4. Schematic description of suspension feeding system. 

 

A mechanical stirrer is used to avoid the sedimentation of the solid content in the suspension during 

deposition. A compressed gas (argon) at 60 psi, pressurized the suspension and solvent containers 

by changing their levers to the open position. A set of solenoid valves, which are attached to an 

extension holder and fixed to the rear of the robotic arm is adjusted through using a controller 
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console installed outside the spraying cabin. By switching on the solenoid valve number 3, the 

suspension is introduced to the injector and plasma plume with a 20 ml/min mass flow rate. The 

continuous liquid jet penetrates the plasma plume and after fragmentation/vaporization, the YSZ 

particles treated in the plasma plume and are propelled toward the substrate, and form the coating. 

After shutting down the process, in order to ensure the repeatability of experiments and avoid 

injector clogging issues, by interval switching on solenoid valve number 1 and 2, compressed gas 

(argon) and solvent pass through the suspension pipes, respectively to clean the suspension residue.  

 

2.3.3. Coating deposition and torch raster pattern 
 

Through scanning the plasma torch over the substrate in a plane parallel to the surface, deposited 

particles (splats) form a bead. The overlapping and stacking of deposited beads in each pass make 

a coating’s layer (See Fig. 2.5 a). In fact, the plasma plume into which the suspension is injected 

can be divided into three main regions: (I) hot inner core, (II) moderate temperature area close to 

the jet core, and finally (III) cold temperature on the plasma periphery [69]. Thereby, the surface 

of the deposited bead can be divided into well treated particles (i.e., fully molten) forming dense 

region upon impact and spreading (bead central part) and also, poorly treated particles traveling in 

the jet fringes and low temperature regions of the plasma flow embedding in the coating structure 

(bead edges) as a defect[70]. The degree of particles melting in the plasma flow and their travel 

trajectory toward the substrate depends on SPS process parameters. This means that the density of 

well-treated particles in the center of bead and also semi-molten/unmolten (overspray) particles in 

its wings vary corresponding to the process parameters such as plasma enthalpy, suspension 

feeding rate, torch speed and stand-off distance which will change the droplets 

fragmentation/vaporization rate significantly. Thereby, different coating microstructures regarding 

defect size, shape, and their distribution within the coating can be manufactured by changing the 

process parameters. 

Coating’s layers, as with conventional spraying, are made by overlapping beads. Once the first 

bead is deposited during one stroke, the torch is translated in the vertical direction corresponds to 

specified overlapping ratio to spray the next one on the substrate surface and previously deposited 

bead. So, one pass is defined as multiple strokes to coat a complete layer. With such determined 

bead overlapping the central dense region of deposited bead covers the preceding bead edges partly 
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which is less dense than the bead central part, and also, the dense part of the former bead expose 

to the part of the deposited bead, which is made by the material coming from colder regions of the 

plasma, and so on[69–71]. Each complete pass of the coating results from successive beads 

overlapping with a mixture of the deposited particles from both the hot and cold regions. The 

powdery material, re-solidified particles, and overspray deposit (see Sect. 1.3 for details) 

embedded in the coating structure have an effect on the quality of inter-splat/inter-layer bonding 

strength.  

In this study, to deposit YSZ powder through suspension injection into the plasma plume, the 

plasma torch was moved by a robot arm in a raster pattern with a meander-like movement (See 

Fig. 2.5 b). During deposition, the substrates were kept stationary, while the plasma torch was 

translated in the x-direction with a constant speed (1 m/s or 0.5 m/s) and a specified stand-off 

distance (30 mm or 50 mm) with respect to the substrate surface. Once a bead was deposited, the 

plasma torch was indexed in the y-direction (3 mm) for the next adjacent bead. To cover the entire 

substrate surface, the torch scanned the surface with an additional tolerance of 10 mm in each 

horizontal displacement. Depending on different spraying parameters which will be discussed in 

the following section, the deposition rate varied from 2 µm to 6 µm per pass. Coatings were 

sprayed between 20 and a few hundred passes resulting in thicknesses between 50 µm to 0.5 mm.   

 
Figure 2-5. Schematic description of torch raster pattern. a) Representation of the plasma torch with different 
temperature regions scanned over a flat surface and bead overlapping formation mechanism. b) Spray pattern 
for one coating pass used in this study. 
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2.3.4. Design of experiments for suspension plasma spray process  

To manufacture YSZ ceramic coatings through SPS process, six different spraying conditions were 

defined to obtain dissimilar coating structures. To evaluate the effect of spraying parameters on 

coatings microstructure and deposition rate, one set of parameters (stand-off distance: 30 mm, 

torch raster velocity: 1m/s, plasma gas mixture: Ar/He (25/25slpm), I: 600 Amp, V: 40 Vol, and 

nozzle diameter: 5mm) was considered as a reference (T1), and through changing a specific factor 

in each test, five other (T2(LS)-T6(ID)) runs were designed (See table 2.3). It should be noted, in 

all experiments, suspension properties (viscosity, surface tension, and density), and also injection 

condition (suspension mass flow rate, angle, and velocity) were constant, and just through altering 

the plasma torch condition in terms of gun raster speed (LS), torch-substrate distance (HD), plasma 

gas composition (GC), power (enthalpy) (HP), and internal nozzle diameter (ID), five different 

runs were planned. It is clear that the efficiency of heat transfer and momentum from the plasma 

to the droplets and substrate will be influenced by using different plasma torch conditions. The 

effect of each specific parameter on the coatings microstructure and deposition rate will be 

discussed separately in details in chapter 3. 

 
Table 2-3.Process parameters of suspension plasma spray 

 

 
TEST 

NO 
 

Stand-off 
Distance 

Spray 
Velocity 

Plasma Gas Current Voltage Power Nozzle 
Diameter Ar He H2 

mm M/S LPM Amp Vol KW mm 

 
T1 

 (Ref) 

 
30 

 
1 

 
25 

 
25 

 
- 

 
600 

 
40 

 
24 

 
5 

 
T2 

(LS) 

 
30 

 
0.5 

 
25 

 
25 

 
- 

 
600 

 
40 

 
24 

 
5 

 
T3 

(HD) 

 
50 

 
1 

 
25 

 
25 

 
- 

 
600 

 
40 

 
24 

 
5 

 
T4 

(GC) 

 
30 

 
1 

 
45 

 
- 

 
   5 

 
600 

 
56 

 
33.6 

 
5 

 
T5 

(HP) 

 
30 

 
1 

 
25 

 
25 

 
- 

 
700 

 
40 

 
28 

 
5 

 
T6 

(ID) 

 
30 

 
1 

 
25 

 
25 

 
- 

 
600 

 
40 

 
24 

 
8 
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2.4. Coatings characterization 
 

2.4.1. Metallographic preparation of sprayed coatings 

In order to study and evaluate the microstructure of all sprayed coatings through scanning electron 

microscope (SEM), consecutive processes including cold-mounting, sectioning, and grinding-

polishing, were applied, respectively in the following details: 

Cold-mounting: Before sectioning, to manipulate samples easily and protect their edge during 

cutting, sprayed samples mounted through using rubber cups as a mold and epoxy(ANAMET, 

CANADA) comprising a resin and a hardener (volume ratio 7 parts resin to 1 part hardener) as a 

curing material. To elaborate the epoxy infiltration along coating interconnected pathways, and 

evacuation the possible bubbles within the epoxy, a vacuum system (Cito Vac, Struers, Canada) 

used which is including a round vacuum chamber to place the molds in a circular pattern, and also 

a container to pour the mixed epoxy around the specimen through a disposable inlet tube in the 

cups (10 min at a pressure of 10 Kpa). After curing (5 hours), molded samples can be removed 

easily from the cups which have detachable bottoms. 

Sectioning: To provide a cross-section of sprayed samples for grinding/polishing process, a cut-

off machine (Secotom-15, Struers, Canada) was used. Mounted sample fixed within the holder 

placed on the movable table. In fact, it should be positioned in such a way that sectioning of the 

coating begins from the center line of sample parallel to spray direction, and from the outermost 

layer of the coating, inward and through the substrate. In this approach, the cutting-wheel will 

produce a compressive stress in the sample rather than a tensile stress, thereby preventing the 

coating from delamination. A compatible cutting-wheel selected according to the hardness of 

ceramic material (50A20, 200 × 0.8 × 22mm, Struers, Canada). To start the cutting process, the 

machine was programmed with 2000 rpm for cutting-wheel, and 0.5 mm/s feed rate for movable 

table, and also by measuring the mounted sample diameter, the total feeding length was defined 

35 mm for all samples. To protect the machine from corrosion, and to improve cutting and cooling 

properties, a flow of mixing of water and lubricant (Corrozip, Struers, Canada) in defined ratio 

was used during operation. 

Grinding and Polishing: in order to reach a surface suitable for observation at both low and high 

magnification, the prepared metallurgical samples were then placed into a series of automatic 

grinding-polishing machine (Tegramin-25, Struers, Canada). Six sample mounted symmetrically 
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into the specimen holder which is attached to the head of machine. Both head and platen of the 

machine are capable of rotating in clockwise or vice versa. A continuous water flow was used 

during the process as a coolant, which also flush away the surface removal products. The grinding 

process was firstly performed from the coarse abrasive silicon carbide papers (240 and 400 grit) 

in order to remove the deformation and cutting-wheel marks produced during sectioning. Then, 

the fine silicon carbide grinding papers (600 and 1200 grit) were employed to attain an acceptable 

flat surface for polishing. The final stage was polishing in which the abrasive paper replaced with 

the polishing cloth, and also a series of diamond abrasive suspended in water-soluble oil (9,3 and            

1 µm)  used to remove any deformation resulting from grinding, and to reach a mirror-like surface.  

The summary of grinding-polishing steps is listed in the following table. 
 

Table 2-4. Grinding and polishing steps with specific parameters 

      Step   
                    
 
 
Set up 

 
 

Silicon 
Carbide 

(Grit 240) 

 
 

Silicon 
Carbide     

(Grit 400) 

 
 

Silicon 
Carbide 

(Grit 600) 

 
 

Silicon 
Carbide 

(Grit1200) 

 
Water-based 

diamond 
suspension  
particle size 

(9 μm) 

 
Water-based 

diamond 
suspension  
particle size 

(6 μm) 

 
Water-based 

diamond 
suspension  
particle size 

(1 μm) 
Time 
(min) 

 
2 
 

 
2 

 
2 

 
2 

 
3 

 
5 

 
5 

Platen 
speed 
(rpm) 

 
300 

 
300 

 
300 

 
300 

 
300 

 
300 

 
300 

Head 
speed 
(rpm) 

Opposite 
to platen 

 
150 

 
150 

 
150 

 
150 

 
150 

 
150 

 
150 

 

2.4.2. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) analysis 

The cross-section of polished samples were investigated through a variable pressure scanning 

electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi, S-3400N). The coating cross-section was coated with a carbon 

film to achieve electrical conduction of observed surface. The mapping of micro-regions was 

conducted through a backscattered electrons (BSE) 3D detector at voltage 15 KV, pressure 50 Pa, 

probe current 40 Amp, and at a focusing distance of 5 to 10 mm, allowing for magnification of up 

to 2500X used in this study.  
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2.5. Experimental procedure of ex situ coating property (ECP) sensor 
 

2.5.1. Specimen preparation 

After evaluation the SEM images of YSZ coatings microstructure produced in six different 

spraying parameters, three sets of them with different coating characteristics were selected for 

further mechanical properties measurements. To perform thermal cycling test with the ECP device, 

six grit blasted, and heat treated 304 stainless-steel samples with the rectangular shape of 230 mm 

x25.4 mm x1.55 mm were sprayed with the customized sample holder provided by Stony Brook 

University (See Fig. 2.6). To assess the repeatability of coatings anelastic parameters, two samples 

were sprayed for each constant processing conditions. The substrate temperature during deposition 

was recorded by using a K type thermocouple (HHM9007R, OMEGA Inc., USA). To avoid any 

erroneous values for temperature due to air flow through the gap between the thermocouple and 

the substrate, the thermocouple wire was fixed and cemented (CC High-Temperature Cement, 

OMEGA Inc., USA) on the center of the uncoated side of the samples.  

It should be noted that, as suspension injector was clogged in many times during deposition on 

small samples due to high dynamic viscosity 5.2 (mPa-s), its viscosity decreased through drying 

the powder before preparation of suspension for this set of experiment.        

 

Figure 2-6 Substrate and sample holder with the thermocouple. a) Front view. b) Top view 

2.5.2. Coating thickness measurement 

Coating thickness is considered as an input parameter for quantification of anelastic parameters. 

So, after ECP test, all samples were cut from two area to evaluate the coating thickness distribution 
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along the sample, and to measure the mean value of thickness for analysis. The coating thicknesses 

were measured through a microscope to achieve more precise results (See Fig. 2.7). Two sections, 

close to the center and the edge (near to the hole in which the screws fastened) were cut from each 

sample. Under microscope each section divided into three zones again left (top), center and right 

(bottom), then in each zone 10 distance were measured randomly (totally 20 measurements for 

each zone).    

 

 

Figure 2-7. Coating thickness measurement under optical microscope 

 

2.5.3. Bilayer curvature-temperature (BCT) measurements 
 

2.5.3.1. Experimental setup  

The ECP setup, including a box with channels which provides a uniform heating and cooling with 

a negligible thermal gradient of 1 to 2 °C both in through thickness as well as along the length 

directions. As the lasers can function up to a maximum temperature of 40°C, a water chiller has 

also been installed to facilitate the thermally cycling through circulating water within the channels 

inside the box. To measure temperature variation during heating and cooling cycles a K-type 

thermocouple is welded on the back side of the substrate. To start the experiment, the specimen is 

mounted vertically on ECP sensor with the screws fastened through two holes on both sides of the 

substrate such that the laser beam projected on the coated side (See Fig. 2.8). The laser reference 

point is set on the zero, and the furnace temperature is adjusted to the required maximum 

temperature which was 570°C for the case of YSZ coating on stainless-steel. Then, the coated 

substrate is heated inside a muffle furnace (Thermolyne- F6018) up to the adjusted maximum 
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temperature for almost 40 min (~0.3°C/s). At the end of the heating cycle, the furnace is turn off 

automatically, and it is cooled down back to the room temperature which is taking approximately 

8 h. Due to CTE mismatch between the coating (YSZ) and substrate (stainless-steel), the curvature 

of specimen changes with temperature. The stainless-steel with a CTE of 16 µm/m-°C tends to 

expand more than the ceramic YSZ with a CTE of around 10 µm/m-°C. To accommodate this 

thermal strain misfit the beam bends. The curvature is calculated from a radius of the circle that 

fits the beam deflections measured by three separate laser displacement sensors (SUNX LM10, 

Japan, resolution ~1 μm) with their measurement axes perpendicular to the specimen. The 

curvature‐temperature collected data is recorded and processed through data acquisition box and 

transferred to the computer for further analysis by using CTSR’s in-house software Kurvaware.   

 

 
Figure 2-8. The photograph and schematics of ECP device which is thermal cycling the beam through using a muffle 
furnace. Measure the temperature and curvature of the specimen using welded thermocouple and three laser displacement 
sensors, respectively. 

 

http://asm.matweb.com/search/GetUnits.asp?convertfrom=5&value=18.7
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For each specimen, multiple thermal cycles were performed to achieve repeatable curvature-

temperature responses for nonlinear properties analysis of coating. To plot the curvature-

temperature curve for each cycle, a program was written and prepared in visual C ++ to reduce the 

number of data points of curvature and temperature. The program was just based on avoiding the 

data within a change of 1°C (after rounding off the temperature data) (See Fig. 2.9). It should be 

noted, in all cases the first cycle was not similar to the consecutive ones, and also in some thermal 

cycles there was an uneven path during heating which was likely related to the accumulation of 

foreign media such as moisture, dust or even water droplet on the laser window which can result 

in decreasing the intensity of laser and data accuracy. To analyze the curvature-temperature 

responses and calculate the anelastic parameters, those cycles which were exempt from any noise 

and disturbance were considered as applicable cycles for analysis.  

 
Figure 2-9. A repeatable curvature‐temperature plots obtained from heating and cooling both in the furnace 
for one sample. First cycle (1h) is different from the consecutive cycles. Also in this specimen during fifth cycle 
(5h) in the heating part, foreign media decrease the lasers intensity, and interfere the data points in a region. 

 
 

2.5.3.2. Quantification of anelastic properties by using non-linear model and curvature-

temperature plot 

Elastic modulus at low temperature, the nonlinear degree of curvature-temperature curve, and its 

hysteresis degree are three anelastic coatings properties which can be quantified through plotted 

curves. For each specimen, those curvature-temperature responses, which were applicable for 
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further nonlinear properties quantification, were selected. For example in case Fig2.7 the second 

(2h), third (3h), forth cycle (4h) and sixth cycle (6h) designated as a reference to analyze the 

anelastic parameters of the coating. It should be noted, in a heating‐cooling cycle, the cooling rate 

is highly dependent on environmental conditions as the beam cool down to the room temperature 

inside the furnace, and it can vary from day to day for the same furnace setting; therefore only 

heating curve which is under controlled condition will be used to assess the non‐linear properties 

of coatings. From the heating cycles, the temperature range across which the analysis is to be 

executed, and the transition temperature beyond which the nonlinearity in the coating started, can 

be extracted (See Fig. 2.10). The transition point is selected manually through drawing a straight 

line along the curvature-temperature plot from the minimum temperature with the maximum 

number of data point contacting on the line. 

 
Figure 2-10. Initial steps to quantify the aneleastic properties of YSZ coatings.  The selected repeatable 
curvature-temperature response which is qualified for further analysis. The heating curve of thermal cycle is 
plotted separately to determine the temperature range over which the thermal cycle was performed, and to 
select the transition point in which the curve started its nonlinear behavior.   

Apart from the acquired temperature data from heating cycles, there are some other input 

parameters including coating and substrate thickness, elastic modulus of substrate (200 Gpa for 

stainless-steel) and coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of both coating and substrate are 

required as input parameters for the analysis. To quantify the nonlinear properties of suspension 

plasma sprayed YSZ coatings, all these collected data transferred to a phenomenological 

constitutive uniaxial stress‐strain model proposed by Nakamura et al [59,72]. The proposed 

procedure is based on modified Ramberg–Osgood nonlinear stress– strain relation, and utilizes 

nonlinear bi-material beam solutions as well as an inverse analysis in which the Kalman filter is 
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used. In this model, the elastic modulus of the coating at linear segment of curvature-temperature 

curve, is calculated from Eq.(2.1): [73]. 

∆K = [ 
6 ECEs tc ts(tc+ ts )

ECtc
4+ Ests

4+ ECEs(6tc
2 ts

2+4 tc
3ts+4tcts

3)
 ∆α]∆T                         Eq. (2.1) 

Here, tC and tS are the thickness of coating and substrate, respectively, and Es and Ec are the elastic 

modulus of the substrate and coating, respectively. ∆α is the difference in thermal expansion 

coefficients of substrate αS and coating αC, and ∆T is the temperature change in the linear section. 

The above equation with measured ∆K _ ∆T record is used to determine the coating modulus Ec at 

low strain in linear segment. The ratio of the measured elastic modulus at low temperature Ec, and 

Esec which is defined as the secant modulus, and the slope between the transition point and the 

point at additional 0.1% strain in nonlinear segment of stress-strain curve to approximate the 

relative degree of nonlinearity of curvature-temperature curve (See Fig. 1.14.b for details)[50, 60]. 

                                                   ND = (
Ec

Esec
)                                             Eq. (2.2) 

From the curvature-temperature plot, another parameter “Hysteresis Degree (HD)” can be 

extracted to complete the quantification of anelasticity in a coating[50,63]. This parameter is 

calculated from the ratio of enclosed area (A) of curvature-temperature curve over the rectangular 

area given by ∆K × ∆T (i.e., HDK−T = (
AK−T

∆K×∆T
) ) (See Fig. 2.11).  

 
Figure 2-11. A typical curvature‐temperature plot obtained from ECP measurements for a SPS YSZ coating. 
Hysteresis behavior between heating and cooling cycle, and related parameters to calculate hysteresis degree. 
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2.5.4. Anelasticity parameters function 
 
Three anelasticity parameters E, ND, and HD can provide insights into the coatings properties and 

microstructure. In fact, it should be possible to establish a correlation with coating’s processing 

conditions, and its microstructural features through a comprehensive understanding of these 

anelasticity parameters.  

The elastic modulus of the coating (E) represents the coating initial stiffness at lower strains when 

most of the microstructural defects are compressed or immobile[50]. In other words, the stiffness 

of a coating means how much it can deflect under a given load (thermal strain). The magnitude of 

E depends on the quality of inter-splat/inter-layer adhesive bonding[63]. The quality of bonding 

strength at interfaces is a direct index of coating’s integrity, toughness and yield strength, which 

can be also considered as practical criteria for durability and service life performance of SPS 

ceramic coatings in application involving wear and erosion [73].  

Applied tensile strain during heating cycle induces embedded defects and layers interfaces to 

move, which cause coating exhibits its transition from linear to non-linear behavior[60]. So, the 

second parameter, non‐linear degree (ND), can be used as a relative scale and approximation to 

estimate the coating defect density and their degree of movement within coating structure based 

on designated thermal strain. It is important to remember that the ND is considered as a 

comparative degree to describe the coatings mechanical compliance and resilience at elevated 

temperature with respect to its initial stiffness [63]. In general, for a given E, a higher value of ND 

exhibit the higher strain tolerance and mechanical compliance of coating, which is suitable for 

TBC applications at high temperature [50].  

The third parameter, degree of hysteresis, can also be used as an index for the defects density, and 

their frictional interfacial sliding which dissipates energy during thermal cycles [63]. The density 

of coating cracks, and also the coefficient of friction at crack surfaces govern the hysteresis degree. 

The disparity between heating and cooling curve depends on the number of defects interfaces that 

participate in the non-linear behavior of coating. In general, a higher interfaces density may result 

in increasing hysteresis response and strain tolerance of the coating [49].  

In short, the three anelastic parameters, E, ND and HD are unique for a given coating, and a 

complete understanding of three anelasticity parameters could shed light on the defect density 

embedded in a coating, and their contribution in the coatings compliance response. 
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3. Results and discussion 
 

As mentioned earlier, the objectives of this thesis are divided into two major sections that comprise 

manufacturing of suspension plasma sprayed YSZ coating deposited under different spraying 

parameters, and then evaluation of coatings anelasticity parameters through ECP measurements. 

So, in the first section of this chapter, six coatings microstructure and the effect of various spraying 

parameters related to plasma torch conditions includes gun raster speed, torch-substrate distance, 

plasma gas composition, power (enthalpy) and internal nozzle diameter on the coatings 

microstructural features will be discussed (See Fig. 3.1) . Different regions in suspension plasma 

sprayed YSZ coatings were recognized and labeled on SEM results in a similar way for all pictures 

to have a better comparison scale within the observed coating structures. Dense and overspray 

regions of YSZ, columnar features, oblique and segmentation cracks, and porosities are the main 

features in the produced coatings structure. In fact, the target of this part is to assess the effect of 

spraying parameters on the coatings structure and to select three coatings with distinguished 

microstructural attributes for further mechanical property evaluation through thermal cycling 

measurements. 

 In the next section of this chapter, the curvature-temperature responses of six coated samples 

produced with the three selected processing conditions (two samples for each condition) will be 

plotted and evaluated for further analysis. The anelastic parameters will be computed through 

transferring the required input parameters to the developed program written by Stony Brook 

University to calculate the elastic modulus (E), degree of nonlinearity (ND), and hysteresis degree 

(HD). The results of calculated anelastic parameters for two samples of each spraying parameters 

will be evaluated to assess the repeatability of ECP test. In the final step, the results of anelastic 

parameters will be compared based on the SEM images of coated samples to correlate the 

sensitivity of anelastic responses to the coatings structure and spraying parameters. In fact, it would 

be interesting to establish a relation between the effect of processing conditions and the coatings 

structure to their corresponding anelastic responses. 
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Figure 3-1 SEM pictures of six SPS YSZ coatings microstructure deposited under different spraying 
parameters. A) T1 (Ref). B) T2 (LS). C) T3 (HD). D) T4 (GC). E) T5 (HP). F) T6 (ID).  
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3.1. Suspension plasma sprayed YSZ coatings microstructure   
 

It is well known that the process parameters can play a role on the deposition conditions meaning 

that, the deposition rate or degree of particles melting in a layer can be varied in each spraying 

process. The cross-section images of the sample of Test 1(Ref) which was sprayed with 70 passes 

with a 3.5 μm/pass deposition rate (DR) was considered as a reference coating. Some 

microstructural characteristics of T1 (Ref), including segmentation cracks, porosities and 

dense/overspray deposits were observed at low and high magnification of SEM (See Fig. 3.2). The 

reason for segmentation cracks forming (“a”) can be related to the temperature gradient between 

substrate and coating during deposition. It is has been investigated that [31, 32] high-temperature 

gradient can result in the microcracks propagation trough the coating thickness which was formed 

initially by relaxation of tensile stress (quenching stress) during solidification. Columnar feature 

with inter-columnar voids which is related to the ‘shadow’ effect is also observed. As marked in 

the high magnification SEM image, dense (“b”) and overspray (“d”) deposited of YSZ within the 

coatings structure are evident. The dense regions are indicative of the particles that were well-

treated in the center of the plasma plume in terms of thermal and kinetic energy. On the other hand, 

clusters of semi-molten or unmolten particles experienced less heat in the plasma periphery, 

deposited ahead or behind the fully molten particles on the substrate as overspray, and formed the 

YSZ coating with very fine pores. Also, some darker regions (“c”) are considered as pores. Their 

existence can be linked due to the incomplete contact between layers and improper adhesion (gas 

entrapment) during deposition. 

 
Figure 3-2. SEM pictures of SPS YSZ coating microstructure produced at T1 (Ref) condition. A) Low 
magnification with (a) segmentation cracks and columnar feature. B) High magnification with (b) dense regions 
of YSZ deposited (c) porosities (d) overspray regions of YSZ coating with very fine pores. 
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3.1.1. Effect of torch raster speed (LS) 
 

In T2 (LS), all spraying parameters were similar compare to T1 (Ref), except the torch raster speed 

that decreased from 1m/s to 0.5m/s. The substrate was coated totally by 35 passes, with 6.5 

μm/pass. From the low and high magnification images, different microstructural features 

(segmentation cracks, dense/overspray deposit of YSZ and porosities) can be observed as T1 

coating microstructure. However, the most significant characteristic in T2 was the higher 

deposition rate than T1, and the formation of inter-pass boundaries in some regions of coating (See 

Fig. 3.3). The higher deposition rate can be directly related to lower speed in which more material 

(powder) can be deposited in a layer. Moreover, it is clear that since, at lower robot travel speed, 

the dwell time of the plasma torch in front of the substrate increases, the heat transfer from plasma 

to the substrate and deposited layers increases, thereby, cohesion degree of molten particles at the 

deposited bead might be improved. It can also be concluded that the local deposition temperature 

in lower torch raster speed would be higher, so it would result in better flattening and cohesion of 

molten particles in one layer. However, it can be suggested that the increased time interval between 

two consecutive deposited layers (Δt layer) can result in forming the inter-pass boundaries, and 

consequently rather weaker adhesive bonding between passes. It is assumed that the mechanism 

behind the formation of such a coating can be correlated to the higher deposition rate in the center 

of deposited bead compared to its wings in one raster which can cause poor coating’s layer-layer 

contact.  

 
Figure 3-3. SEM pictures of SPS YSZ coating microstructure produced at low raster speed (LS) condition. A) 
Low magnification with (a) segmentation cracks and inter-pass boundaries. B) High magnification with (b) 
dense regions of YSZ deposited (c) porosities (d) overspray regions of YSZ coating with very fine pores are 
labeled.    
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3.1.2. Effect of torch-substrate distance (stand-off distance) (HD) 
 

Compared to T1 spraying parameters, the torch-substrate distance increased from 30 mm to 50 

mm at condition T3 (HD). The YSZ coating was performed by 60 passes with 3.5 μm/pass. The 

deposition rate was not changed, but the total porosity varied significantly compared to reference 

condition (See Fig. 3.4). From two aspects, the coating microstructure with relatively high stand-

off distance (T3) can be analyzed. It should be noted that, since submicron particles have low 

thermal and kinetic inertia, they will reach the plasma gas velocity once they penetrate into the 

plasma plume, but they will lose their initial states (temperature and velocity) rapidly while 

increasing the stand-off distance. So, one can conclude that the local deposition temperature 

decreased, firstly due to the lower temperature of deposited particles which should travel a longer 

distance to impact, flatten and solidify on the substrate, and secondly, because of lower heat fluxes 

imparted from plasma jet to the substrate. It can be mentioned that, the consequence of longer 

spray distances is that, the main regions of YSZ coating microstructure are comprised of overspray 

particles (“d”) formed YSZ coating with very fine pores. The other characteristic which can be 

observed through investigation of SEM images is that when the distance increased, some 

agglomerated particles which well-treated in the plasma plume or those traveled in the jet fringes 

(semi-molten state) started to re-solidify during flight before impact which can be led to powdery 

deposit within coating structure in the spheroid shape. These re-solidified particles are labeled with 

the red circles (“e”). 

 
Figure 3-4. SEM pictures of SPS YSZ coating microstructure produced with high stand-off distance at (HD) 
condition. A) Low magnification with high density of overspray particles formed YSZ coating very fine pores. 
B) High magnification with (d) overspray regions of YSZ coating with very fine pores, and (e) re-solidified 
particles in the spheroid form embedded in the coating structure marked by red circles.   
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3.1.3. Effect of plasma gas composition (GC) 
 

Plasma gas composition was replaced from Ar/He (25/25slpm) to Ar/H2 (45/5 slpm) at condition 

T3 (GC). The coating was built-up by 20 passes with deposition rate 2 µm per pass. The reduction 

in deposition rate can be discussed through observed phenomena in suspension injection 

penetration and its interaction with plasma jet and coating quality can be analyzed by investigation 

on the plasma power and enthalpy generated with Ar/H2 gas mixture. It has been shown that, 

through changing the plasma gas mixture from Ar/He to Ar/H2, the arc voltage fluctuations were 

increased, and an increase in voltage fluctuations led to an increase in gas velocity variation. By 

means of a fast shutter camera, a decrease in suspension penetration depth, and an increase in 

suspension dispersion angle within the plasma plume were also observed [12,16,19]. So, according 

to the results of these previous researches, it is assumed that in this operating condition, the 

fragmentation was less efficient and occurred more in the jet fringes. Thereby, the small 

agglomerated particles which have low inertia were ejected from the plasma jet. Thereby, this can 

result in a reduction of propelled particles toward the substrate, and consequently deposition rate. 

In terms of coating quality, it should be noted that, using hydrogen as an auxiliary gas increases 

plasma voltage, and therefore plasma enthalpy and heat flux [74, 75]. As a result, it can be expected 

that the substrate was exposed to a higher thermal load due to higher heat transfer rates with H2 

than He. High magnification SEM observation suggested that those particles which were injected 

successfully into the plasma jet and treated close to the plasma core achieved enough thermal and 

kinetic energy to built-up a relative dense YSZ coating (See Fig. 3.4).  

 
Figure 3-5. SEM pictures of SPS YSZ coating microstructure produced with Ar/H2 plasma gas composition at 
(GC) condition. A) Low magnification with (a) segmentation crack started to initiate due to temperature 
gradient. B) High magnification with (b) dense regions and (d) overspray regions of YSZ coating with very fine 
pores. 
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3.1.4. Effect of current and plasma power (HP) 
 

In T5 (HP), the current intensity and plasma power were increased to 700 Amp and 28kW, 

respectively. The coating was sprayed totally by 70 passes with 3.5 µm/pass. Compare to T1 (Ref), 

the deposition rate was not changed. Simple visual observation in low and high magnification of 

coating cross-section suggests that more dense structure obtained with condition T5 compared to 

T1 (See Fig. 3.5). The reason behind this structure can be correlated to the higher particle 

temperature, velocity, and substrate temperature through increasing plasma power. It has been 

shown that, through increasing the current and plasma power, particle temperature and velocity 

increased significantly [74–78]. So, according to this hypothesis, it can be expected that with 

spraying parameter at T5 (HP), injected particles exposed to higher plasma gas velocity which 

would result in increased impact velocity and improved contact between flattened layers. Also, it 

is clear that through increasing current and plasma power, the enthalpy of plasma plume increased 

which could be led to high degree of particles melting during deposition. Therefore, it can be 

expected that the enhanced bonding among layers and improved microstructure at T5 (HP) 

compared to a coating made with T1 (Ref) can be achieved. The presence of segmentation cracks 

within coating structure also suggested that, the quenching stress happened due to the temperature 

gradient between flattened particles and substrate. It should be reminded that, the segmentation 

crack structure is favored for TBC application since they provide strain tolerance for YSZ layers, 

and increase the coating compliance with the substrate at elevated temperature. 

 
Figure 3-6. SEM pictures of SPS YSZ coating microstructure produced with high power at (HP) condition. A) 
Low magnification with (a) segmentation crack. B) High magnification with (b) dense regions of YSZ deposited 
(c) porosities (d) overspray regions of YSZ coating with very fine pores. 
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3.1.5. Effect of internal nozzle diameter (ID) 
 

In the last run T6 (ID), the plasma gun internal nozzle diameter was changed from 5mm to 8mm.                 

The coating was sprayed by 50 passes, and with 2 µm/pass. It is clear that, in the constant condition 

of plasma gas flow rate, the plasma gas velocity decreases through increasing the plasma gun cross 

section. This reduction in the gas velocity can influence the particles trajectories and treatment 

within the plasma plume. It can be suggested that the drop in the deposition rate at T6 spraying 

conditions compared to T1 correlated to those small particles with low velocity which were ejected 

radially from the plasma plume before impacting on the substrate, then fewer particles propelled 

toward the substrate. However, the lower particles velocity can result in an increased particles 

temperature, possibly due to a longer residence time of the particles treated in the plasma jet. 

Although these well-treated particles can ensure the layers bonding strength in a pass, its seems 

due to lack of enough particles impact velocity a poor contact area between layers in two 

consecutive passes occurred which resulted in the formation of relative long oblique crack (“f”) 

near to the substrate. These horizontal cracks are deleterious and can be led to the delamination 

between the coatings layers (See Fig. 3.6). The presence of segmentation cracks (“a”) in the low 

magnification SEM suggested that the particles with higher temperature impact to the substrate 

with lower local substrate temperature (larger projected area of plasma plume on the substrate) 

resulting in increasing the quenching stress (tensile stress), and consequently the segmentation 

crack propagation. The existent porosities (“c”) can also be related to the incomplete contact 

between layers during coating formation, and more air trapped in two consecutive rasters.  

 
Figure 3-7 SEM pictures of SPS YSZ coating microstructure produced with larger internal nozzle diameter at 
(ID) condition. A) Low magnification with (a) segmentation crack. B) High magnification with (b) dense regions 
of YSZ deposited (c) porosities and (f) oblique crack due to poor bonding strength between layers in two 
consecutive passes.  
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3.2. Design of experiments for ex-situ coating property (ECP) process 
 

After evaluation the SEM cross-section of six SPS YSZ coatings manufactured on small samples, 

three spraying parameters include T2 (low raster speed (LS)) with inter-pass boundaries pattern, 

T3 (high stand-off distance (HD)) with high level of overspray and very fine pores, and T5 (high 

power (HP)) with dense and segmentation crack structure exhibited distinct microstructure were 

selected (See Fig. 3.8).  

To implement the thermal cycling test through ECP sensor, and to assess the repeatability analysis 

of anelastic parameters of coated samples, for each set of selected spraying parameter two samples 

(totally six samples) were sprayed on 304 stainless-steel with the rectangular shape of 230 mm 

x25.4 mm x1.5 mm.       

 
Figure 3-8.  Three different SEM pictures of SPS YSZ coating microstructure. A) Lower raster speed (LS) with 
inter-pass boundaries structure. B) High stand-off distance (HD) with considerable porous regions. C) High 
power (HP) with denser region than (LS) condition comprising segmentation cracks within its structure. 

It has been observed [79, 80] that the substrate surface temperature during thermal spray deposition 

played a critical role on the yittria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) coating structure and properties.  

In order to evaluate the possible effect of deposition temperature on the coatings microstructure, 

and corresponded anelastisity parameters, the substrate temperature was measured during 

deposition. For each spraying parameters, specific temperature range was observed during 

deposition (See Fig. 3.9). Highest temperature was recorded in the case of lower raster speed (0.5 

m/s) at T2 (LS) condition since the plasma gun passed across the substrate surface in longer time 

compared to two other cases. Also, the lowest substrate temperature was achieved when the stand-

off distance was 50 mm at T3 (HD) condition. In T5 (HP) condition, although increasing current 

intensity and plasma power increased the enthalpy of the plume and substrate temperature; 

however, lower substrate temperature range was recorded compared to the LS condition. The effect 
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of the substrate temperature for each spraying condition on the coatings microstructure and 

analyzed anelasticity parameters will be discussed in details.  

 

Figure 3-9. Substrate temperature measurement for different spraying parameters through attaching the 
thermocouple on the back side of the substrate.  

3.3. Anelastic parameters and curvature-temperature responses 
 

Through thermal cycles in ECP sensor, the coating-substrate system undergoes a curvature change 

due to thermal expansion mismatch between coating and substrate. In general, curvature changes 

depend on the coating and substrate thickness, strain changes (∆ε = ∆α×∆t), and also the elastic 

modulus of the coating and substrate. 

Multiple thermal cycling were performed for each coated samples to evaluate and analyze their 

curvature-temperature responses and related anelastic parameters. The results of each spraying 

condition will be discussed separately, and then they will be compared to each other to assess the 

sensitivity of ECP responses, and anelastic parameters to the spraying conditions.    

Similar to any other measurement technique, the computation and quantification of anelastic 

parameters from ECP sensor can be erroneous if the required input parameters such as coating and 

substrate thickness are off by some percentage. Therefore, to evaluate the coating thicknesses 

distribution and to provide precise results for quantification of anelastic parameters, the coatings 

thicknesses close to the middle and the edge of the samples were measured under microscope. It 

was observed that, due to deposition raster pattern used in this study, the central part of coated 
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samples are thicker than its wings (See Fig. 3.10). The coating thickness average was measured 

through the method of weighted arithmetic mean, as the central part had higher portion than the 

edges.    

 

Figure 3-10. Coating thickness measurement for different samples (HP-A, HP-B, HD-C, HD-D, LS-E, and LS-
F). The central parts are thicker than the edges in all samples due to higher overlapping density in the central 
zone. 

3.3.1. High power (HP)  
 

Two coated samples (A and B) were exposed to several thermal cycles from room temperature to 

570°C, and their curvature-temperature responses were plotted separately. (See Fig. 3.10). 

Generally, the data of the first cycles is not included for the analysis of anelastic parameters as this 

specific response is a phase during which the system adjust itself and its behavior is not similar to 

the other cycles. Also, as it can be observed from the plotted curves, in some thermal cycles there 

are some uneven paths during heating and cooling, which is related to the laser intensity reduction 

through the accumulation of moisture, dust, or even water drops on the lasers window cause 
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disturbing the acquired curvature data. As discussed, to analyze the curvature-temperature 

responses, the heating part of those cycles exempting from any noise were selected to compute the 

elastic modulus (E) or initial stiffness of coating, and its degree of nonlinearity (ND) (See Table 

3.1)          

 

Figure 3-11 Curvature-temperature responses of SPS YSZ at high power (HP) condition. A) Second (2h) and 
third (3h) cycle of sample A, and B) Second (2h) and third (3h) cycle of sample B are qualified for analysis. 

 

Table 3-1. Anealstic parameters of SPS YSZ in high power (HP) condition. 

High Power 

(HP) 

A B 

2h 3h 2h 3h 

E (GPa) 58 55 93 94 

ND 3.15 2.91 3.24 3.47 

HD (%) 0.147 0.704 3.63 5.28 

 

Although sample A and B produced in the same spraying conditions, their elastic modulus and 

hysteresis degree (HD) are significantly different. However, their degree of nonlinearity is quite 

in the same range. To provide a better description regarding the anelastic parameters, the 

corresponding coating microstructures were investigated which will be discussed in section 3.5.      

It should be noted that a program developed by Stony Brook University was applied to calculate 

the hysteresis degree of curvature-temperature response, in which the heating and cooling curve 

did not intersect each other, and followed the regular pattern of air plasma spray (See Fig. 3.11). 
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According to the program, the calculated HD for the case of sample A (second and third cycles) 

divided into two section of positive and negative values related to the parts in which heating curve 

is up and down of cooling curve, respectively. Such a positive and negative pattern has just been 

seen in the case of SPS coating. The reason behind such an intersecting response is unknown at 

this point.  As mentioned earlier, the values of HD can be used to explain the relative amount of 

energy dissipation in the coating structure during heating and cooling cycles originating from 

frictional sliding of embedded defects and internal interfaces in the coating structure. In fact, the 

coating’s defects density have a direct relation with corresponding hysteresis degree. In short, it is 

not possible to compare and assess the HD values of curvature-temperature responses in which the 

heating and cooling part intersect each other to those exhibited the regular pattern of thermal 

cycling.     

 

Figure 3-12. Calculation of hysteresis degree (HD). A) Second thermal cycle (2h) of sample A disregarding the 
hysteresis pattern of regular plasma spray and B) second thermal cycle (2h) of sample B following the hysteresis 
pattern of a regular plasma spray. 

 

3.3.2. High stand-off distance (HD) 
 

Similar to HP condition, several thermal cycles were executed for the samples C and D coated in 

high stand-off distance (HD) condition. The acquired data of curvature and temperature responses 

were plotted for each sample separately (See Fig. 3.12). In this case, all thermal cycles were 

included for anelastic parameters analysis (See Table 3.2). 
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Figure 3-13. Curvature-temperature responses of SPS YSZ at high stand-off distance (HD) condition. A)  
Second (2h) and third (3h) cycle of sample C, and B) second (2h), third (3h) and fourth (4h) cycle of sample D 
are qualified for analysis. 

 

Table 3-2. Anealstic parameters of SPS YSZ in high stand-off distance (HD) condition. 

High stand-off 

distance (HD) 

C D 

2h 3h 2h 3h 4h 

E(GPa) 48 50 49 49 48 

ND 3.07 3.22 3.7 3.22 3.35 

HD (%) 0.304 0.125 3.77 2.94 2.53 

 

Two samples in all cycles exhibited a narrow distribution regarding elastic modulus, and degree 

of nonlinearity (ND). The curvature-temperature responses in sample C had the same behavior as 

sample A in HP condition in which the cooling part during returning to room temperature cross 

the heating part. Therefore, the calculated hysteresis degree was very close to zero in this condition. 

It should be mentioned that, in terms of comparison hierarchy after elastic modulus and nonlinear 

degree measurement, the hysteresis degree value can be considered as a third anelastic parameter 

to assess the repeatability of ECP test.        
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3.3.3. Low raster speed (LS) 
 

To assess the repeatability of ECP sensor on the curvature-temperature responses and the anelastic 

parameters, more thermal cycles were performed on the coated samples (E and F) compared to 

other conditions (See Fig. 3.14). As previous, anelastic parameters were analyzed on heating cycles 

without noisy patterns (See table 3.3).   

 

Figure 3-14. Curvature-temperature responses of SPS YSZ at low raster speed (LS) condition. A)  Second (2h) 
third (3h), fourth (4h), and sixth (6h) cycle of sample E, and B) second (2h), third (3h), fourth (4h) and seventh 
(7h) cycle of sample F are qualified for analysis. 

Table 3-3. Anealstic parameters of SPS YSZ in low raster speed (LS) condition. 

Low raster 

speed (LS) 

E F 

2h 3h 4h 6h 2h 3h 4h 7h 

E(GPa) 32 33 36 39 39 37 38 36 

ND 3.23 3.14 3.11 2.93 2.7 2.95 2.54 2.81 

HD (%) 5.08 1.06 1.63 4.73 3.52 5.5 4.85 3.68 

 

Excluding the third (3h) and fourth (4h) cycle of sample E in which the heating and cooling parts 

intersect each other, all results of two samples in terms of elastic modulus, degree of nonlinearity, 

and hysteresis degree exhibiting almost similar ranges and narrow distribution.    

In the following section, the sensitivity of anelastic parameters to the spraying condition, and their 

corresponding microstructure will be discussed.        
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3.4. Sensitivity of curvature-temperature responses to the spraying conditions 
 

It is clearly observable that curvature-temperature curves under the BCT measurement test 

exhibited dissimilar responses for coatings manufactured under different spraying parameters (See 

Fig. 3.15). However, any interpretation based on the curvature‐temperature plots could be 

erroneous, as these plots strongly depend on the coating thicknesses, which were not similar for 

all the coatings. Two observations can be made from the figures. First, the initial slopes of the 

curves for the coatings are not same, which indicate that the stiffness of the coatings is different. 

Second, all coatings exhibited different degree of hysteresis, i.e. the loop areas are different. 

  

 

Figure 3-15. Curvature-temperature sensitivity to the spraying condition. The second cycle (2h) of all samples 
is selected to illustrate the sensitivity of curvature changes to the spraying condition under constant thermal 
strain (∆ε = ∆α×∆t) for all samples. 

3.5. Anelastic parameters of coatings and their corresponding microstructure 
 

The map of non‐linear elastic properties of SPS YSZ coatings demonstrating the sensitivity of 

anelastic parameters to the spraying condition (See Fig. 3.16). To make better description 

regarding the anelastic parameters, and corresponding spraying condition, the metallographic 

preparation were performed on the coated samples after ECP test to evaluate the coating formation 

pattern, and defects architecture based on their SEM images. (See Fig. 3.17) 
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Figure 3-16. Map of non‐linear elastic properties of SPS YSZ coatings to distinguish properties of various 
specimens manufactured in different spraying condition. 

The elastic modulus of samples A and B produced in the same processing conditions (HP) 

exhibited significant differences. This can be related to the presence of the columnar feature and 

inter-columnar voids within the coating structure of sample A. Columnar feature developed from 

the asperities of the surface due to a shadow effect. In fact, the effect of shallow impact angle of 

particles leads to the formation of columnar feature and inter-columnar voids.  

It should be noted that, during spraying for sample B, the suspension injector was clogged after a 

few passes and the plasma torch was stopped to replace another injector. The differences in their 

elastic modulus and coatings microstructure can be linked to the instability of SPS process during 

deposition of sample B. This observation showed the influence of consistency of SPS process 

during deposition on the repeatability of the coatings microstructure and its mechanical properties. 
  

From SEM pictures of samples HP-A and HP-B and their corresponding elastic moduli, one can 

conclude that the high energy condition can result in a denser coating and consequently higher 

stiffness. Inter-splat/inter-layer adhesive bonding at HP condition would have been strong due to 

the higher melting degree and plasma enthalpy and this would mean that coating have relatively 

less amount of interfaces and defects between deposited layers. In fact, through increasing the 

current and plasma power, particles temperature and velocity increases, which cause improved 

impact velocity and contact between flattened particles. The measured temperature of mean value 

of local peak (625°C) in this condition suggested that the strong bonding within coatings structure 

can be produced in this temperature range. 
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Figure 3-17. SEM pictures of six SPS YSZ coatings microstructure. A) and B) produced under high power 
condition (HP). C) and D) coated under high stand-off distance (HD) condition. E) and F) deposited under low 
raster speed (LS) condition.  
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To compare and assess the elastic modulus of samples E and F produced in LS condition with 

coated ones in HD condition, based on their microstructure, there are some facts which do not 

comply with the achieved results. It was expected at lower raster speed, the amount of material 

(powder) deposited per pass would be more, and moreover the local substrate deposition 

temperatures would be higher at the lower distance. Therefore, better flattening of splat in one 

layer and more dense coatings could be achieved. Moreover, it was presumed that the presence of 

columnar features with inter-columnar voids within coatings structure of samples C and D coated 

at higher stand-off distance could decrease coatings stiffness and integrity.   

All indications mentioned above suggested that coatings produced in low raster speed (LS) 

condition should have had higher elastic modulus than coatings sprayed in high stand-off distance 

(HD) condition. Indeed, higher elastic moduli of samples C and D produced in HD condition than 

samples E and F coated at LS condition do not support their corresponding SEM pictures. To 

explain the higher values of elastic modulus of samples C and D produced in HD condition than 

LS ones, it should be emphasized that the measured elastic modulus through ECP sensor 

corresponds to the in-plane elastic modulus of sprayed coating (parallel to the coating surface). So, 

from this point of view to provide a reasonable judgment regarding the elastic modulus, the 

possible effects on the bonding quality between layers should be evaluated. There is two possible 

hypothesis related to the spraying condition which should be discussed separately.  

The first one can be related to the time interval between two consecutive deposited layers (Δt layer). 

It can be suggested that in lower raster speed, although the high local deposition temperature could 

result in strong bonding between splats in one layer (one pass), the increased Δt layer due to lower 

plasma torch speed, and longer excursion of plasma torch in front of substrate during deposition 

of one layer decreased the bonding strength between two consecutive layers. Moreover, the 

reduced speed of plasma torch could play a role in the local temperature drop of previously 

deposited layer, and finally the adhesive bonding between two layers. In other words, although in 

HD condition the lowest local deposition temperature was recorded (450°C), the lower Δt layer and 

higher raster speed than LS condition could provide a better layer-layer contact within coating 

structure.  
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The seconde possible hypothesis can be related to the coating deposition rate which can result in 

a different thickness of dense and porous region on the deposited bead. As discussed previously, 

the amount of deposited particles including molten particles those well-treated in the plasma 

plume, and semi-molten, or unmolten particles which were traveled in the plasma periphery can 

be variable based on applied processing conditions. The plasma torch raster speed can be 

considered as one of the most important parameters in suspension plasma spray which can alter 

the amount of deposited particles in one bead, and consequently the bonding strength between 

layers. Once the plasma torch scans the substrate surface, the molten particles form a dense region 

in the bead central part, while the poor-treated particles make a porous zone in the bead edges (See 

Fig. 3.18). The thickness of dense, and porous zone can be changed with respect to plasma torch 

raster speed, since it spends more or less time in front of the substrate. Therefore, it can be 

suggested that, in low raster speed condition the thickness of porous zone in one layer should be 

higher than high raster speed condition (See Sect. 2.3.3 for more details).  

 
Figure 3-18. Coating deposition pattern, and the influence of plasma torch raster speed on the thickness of 
dense and porous zone of deposited bead. 

Low raster speed and high deposition rate can be considered as the main principal reason for inter-

pass boundaries and poor bonding strength of coating’s layers which were observed at SEM picture 

at T2 (LS) condition (See Fig. 3.3.A). As these inter-pass boundaries were not detected in the SEM 

images of large samples produced in LS condition (E and F), one can suggest that these features 

might be affected during multiple thermal cycles at high temperature under ECP test. The reason 

behind this hypothesis is originated from the principle of anelasticity response of the plasma 

sprayed coatings which is attributed to the opening/closing of defects and interfaces movement at 

elevated temperature.         
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To support the proposed explanation, the small sample coated in T2 (LS) condition with inter-pass 

boundaries was taken out from the epoxy, and put in the furnace to simulate the thermal cycling 

of ECP procedure. The furnace was programmed to heat the sample up to 570°C for 40 min, and 

then left it to cool down inside the furnace. The procedure was performed for seven cycles to 

provide the exact condition of ECP method. After completion the multiple thermal cycles on small 

sample, it was molded into the epoxy, and polished again for SEM evaluation (See Fig. 3.19).    

Two different area (B, C) were selected to have a better judgment regarding the possible effect of 

thermal cycling on inter-pass boundaries. Through assessment of the SEM images, before and after 

thermal cycling, significant changes were not observed.  

Since the coating is above the neutral axis during the bending, it can be suggested that coating’s 

interfaces exerted a compressive force on each other during heating. However, the apparent poor 

zones of bonding between layers (white arrows in SEM image before thermal cycling) were not 

influenced effectively after seven times thermal cycling. It should be noted that the relative 

movement of splat/layer interfaces can be more perceptible on the large samples with higher 

coating thickness.  

 

Figure 3-19. SEM pictures of SPS YSZ coating microstructure. A) Before thermal cycling with inter-pass 

boundaries. B) And C) after thermal cycling. 
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As mentioned previously, the magnitude of ND relates to the coating flexibility and compliance at 

elevated temperature with respect to its E value. So, the elastic modulus at low strain (E) and their 

corresponding secant modulus (Esec) for each cycle is calculated (from Eq. (2.2). ND = (
Ec

Esec
)) and 

plotted to provide a better understanding regarding the value of degree of non-linearity (See Fig. 

3.20).  

Coatings produced in LS condition exhibited lower elastic modulus at elevated temperature (Esec) 

than other samples produced in HP and HD conditions. The lower secant elastic modulus can be 

attributed to the higher degree of sliding and opening/closure of defects, which results in softening 

of the coating structure at higher temperature. The higher secant modulus of samples A and B 

produced in HP condition is justifiable based on their SEM images. However, at this point, to 

establish a correlation between coatings compliance with their corresponding SEM images, it is 

necessary to measure the density of different types of defects (pores, micro-crack) in coatings 

structure, which is beyond the scope of the present study.       

 

Figure 3-20. Map of elastic modulus (E) and secant modulus (Esec) to distinguish the coatings compliance and 
flexibility. 
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3.6.      Evaluation of elastic modulus of SPS YSZ coatings   
 

 As previously discussed, the elastic modulus of plasma sprayed coating is an index for inter-

splat/inter-layer integrity at low strain. Coating’s defects (e.g., pores, cracks, inter-column voids) 

affect the coating’s stiffness and the quality of bonding within its lamellar structure. So, the 

quantification of elastic modulus at low strain (E) largely depends on the method of measurement 

and the contribution of coating’s defects with respect to applied load (See table 3.3). For example, 

it has been shown that the elastic modulus of SPS YSZ was in the range of 100-170 GPa through 

nanoindentation test[81]. The high elastic modulus of SPS YSZ measured with the nanoindentation 

test can be explained by the limitation of local force applied on a specific area which induced the 

contribution of lower volume fraction of coating’s defect in the measurement. In fact, this range 

of elastic modulus is close to the elastic modulus of pure YSZ (~ 200GPa) at room temperature.  

In another experiment, the elastic modulus of SPS YSZ free-standing coating (without substrate) 

was measured through three-point bending test [27]. The very low values of elastic modulus of 

three-point bending test compared to BCT measurement performed in this study  can be described 

by the effect of substrate removal and coating’s integrity reduction. It can be speculated that the 

coating-substrate interface can play role as a foundation for coating’s build-up mechanism. Also, 

it can be proposed that the coating’s lamellar structure will lose its integrity significantly, and it 

can be deformed more freely when the substrate is removed.     

The bi-layer curvature-temperature (BCT) measurement apply more uniform stress along the 

samples without requiring the substrate removal. Moreover, through quantification of anelastic 

parameters, it is possible to estimate the coating’s compliance and flexibility at high strain when 

the coating’s defects and internal interfaces begin to movement.  

Table 3-4.Evaluation of elastic modulus of SPS YSZ coatings 

Experimental procedure Young’s modulus of 
SPS at low strain (GPa) 

Nanoindentation 100 - 170 
Bi-layer curvature – temperature (BCT) 30 - 90 

Three-point bending 3-5 
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4. Conclusion and future work 
 

The first study discussed in this thesis was conducted to evaluate the effect of different suspension 

plasma spraying parameters on the YSZ coating microstructure. Through investigation of SEM 

images of coated samples, different microstructural features, including dense and overspray 

regions of YSZ, columnar features, inter-pass boundaries, oblique and segmentation cracks were 

recognized. In fact, in suspension plasma spray process, coatings features including segmentation 

crack, columns and pores are desirable structures to produce a coating with low thermal 

conductivity, high strain tolerance and thermal shock resistance at the elevated temperature for 

TBC application. It is noticeable that, among defined processing condition in this research, some 

coatings with columnar features and segmentation crack were observed.  

Excluding samples A and B produced in high power condition (HP) in which the suspension was 

clogged for sample B, the reproducibility of SPS process regarding coatings microstructure for the 

same spray parameters was observed based on the SEM pictures of large coated samples in LS and 

HD condition. However, the SEM images of coatings microstructure of small samples observed in 

the first part of this study exhibited different features and structures compared to those sprayed on 

the large samples with the same processing conditions. The differences in coatings structure can 

be related to the geometry of substrate, the difference in day to day ambient conditions and the 

variability introduced due to start‐stop of the plasma torch. Also, it should be mentioned that the 

suspension viscosity used for deposition on the small samples was 5.2 (mPa-s), while for spraying 

on the large samples, suspension with 4.2 (mPa-s) dynamic viscosity was used.  

In the existing literature, there is an evident lack of studies focusing on the quantification of the 

anelastic parameters of suspension plasma sprayed ceramic coatings. Therefore, the second part of 

this thesis was dedicated to the evaluation of the anelastic behavior of three SPS YSZ coatings 

with significantly different microstructures through bi-layer curvature-temperature (BCT) 

measurements.  

As mentioned above, without considering samples A and B produced at high power condition 

(HP), it can be concluded that the anelastic parameters (elastic modulus and degree of nonlinearity) 

for two coated samples at the same spraying conditions were repeatable.  
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However, the calculated hysteresis degree (HD) measurements were not repeatable and 

comparable as some curvature-temperature responses showed irregular behavior and intersected 

each other during thermal cycling. The reasons for this kind of curvature-temperature responses in 

which the heating and cooling curves intersect each other during thermal cycling are still not 

understood and need to be investigated in more detail in future studies.   

One of the main objectives of this study was to evaluate the effect of processing conditions on the 

anelastic behavior of suspension plasma sprayed YSZ coatings. It was observed that the coatings 

manufactured with high power (HP) condition had higher elastic modulus than other coatings 

which was correlated with the SEM images of coated samples. The higher elastic modulus was 

attributed to the stronger integrity of inter-splat/inter-layer due to higher particles impact velocity, 

and increased melting of the particles because of higher current intensity, and plasma enthalpy, 

respectively. 

The shorter time interval between spraying two consecutive layers (Δt layer) in high stand-off (HD) 

condition than low raster speed (LS) condition suggested the first possible reason for better inter-

layer adhesion and coatings integrity in HD condition. The second possible reason for higher 

elastic modulus of the HD condition compared to the LS condition was attributed to the deposition 

rate and distribution of dense and porous regions on the deposited bead which can be variable with 

different raster speeds and can have an effect on the bonding strength of the coating’s layers. 

To establish a correlation between coatings compliance at elevated temperature and the degree of 

non-linearity with their corresponding microstructure, it is necessary to measure the density of 

different types of defects within coatings structure.   

From the measured substrate temperature during deposition and the magnitudes of elastic modulus, 

it can be concluded that higher substrate temperature does not always support the better bonding 

strength between deposited layers. In fact, it can be proposed that the effect of spraying parameters 

such as plasma torch raster speed is more pronounced than local deposition temperature on the 

quality of bonding between layers. Also, it can be speculated that very high substrate temperature 

during deposition might enhance the residual stresses, which have a deleterious influence on 

coating inter-layer bonding.  
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For future work, to provide more reliable and applicable results regarding the anelastic behavior 

of suspension plasma spray YSZ coatings and to identify the effective processing conditions on 

the coatings structure, the following proposed studies can be considered: 

 Investigate the effect of surface asperities and roughness on the coatings architecture and 

their corresponding anelastic parameters by using different sizes of grits for sandblasting, 

or through applying other methods of surface preparation such as high-pressure water jet 

roughening, abrasive water jet, and laser treatment.  

 Evaluate the influence of the YSZ suspension concentration on the produced coating 

structures and mechanical properties. The suspension concentration influences its 

viscosity, surface tension, and density. Each of these parameters can play a role on the 

suspension interaction with the plasma plume and consequently on particles treatment and 

coating microstructure.   

 To verify the ECP results, apply some other techniques of young’s modulus measurement 

such as, 3 and 4 points bending test, and laser-ultrasonic technique which is based on 

surface acoustic waves (SAWs) or Rayleigh waves to analyze and evaluate the behavior of 

in-plane elastic modulus of thermally sprayed coatings.  

 To match the actual service temperature of TBCs application, the ECP test can be 

performed at higher temperature to assess the behavior of microstructural features at a 

much higher and dynamic strain rates.  

 To better understand the relationship between the coating structure and anelasticity, it 

would be interesting to better quantify the density of defects (pores, cracks, inter-column 

voids, etc.) by image analysis and mercury intrusion porosimetry.   

 It is worth to mention that, SPS YSZ coatings produced in this research exhibited higher 

stiffness at low temperature, and degree of nonlinearity at high temperature than those 

deposited on aluminum substrate through air plasma spray (APS) process at Stony Brook 

University, NY, USA (See Fig. 4.1). As a future work, it would be more applicable from 

idustrial approach to produce different YSZ coatings with APS and SPS process with the 

same coating thickness and similar substrate, and to quantify their anelastic parameters 

through bi-layer curvature-temperature (BCT) measurements under same conditions. In 

fact, it would be interesting to evaluate the effect of differet spraying parameters of both 

APS and SPS on the bonding strength of inter-splat/inter-layer at low strain, and also to 
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investigate their compliance and degree of nonlinearity at similar temperature range under 

ECP sensor. 

   
Figure 4-1. Maps of non‐linear elastic properties of YSZ coated through air plasma spray (left), and suspension 
plasma spray (right). 
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